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TERM OF USE  
 

 

Here prescribes conditions, agreements about accessing SSV’s Website. In this text, "SSV" shall mean SHINHAN 

Securities Vietnam Co., Ltd. "SSV Website" shall mean the site of SHINHAN Securities Vietnam Co., Ltd for public to 

access at http://www.shinhansec.com.vn and/or other domains address offerd by SSV. 

 

MONITORED BY SSV: Using products and services on SSV Website may be controled and monitored. The collected 

information can be used for serving business or other purposes by SSV in  accordance to regulations of law. 

 

CONDITIONS OF USE: Terms of use are applied when you view or use services through SSV Website or access services 

by clicking applications on your mobile devices. Terms and conditions can be changed over time. When the changes 

are made, you shall understand and agree that by accessing or using SSV Website after the date that the terms have 

changed, it means that you agree with terms of use. Please read these terms of use carefully before using SSV Website 

to understand terms and conditions you are bound. 

 

REGISTRATION AND REGULATIONS FOR ACTS OF USERS AND USING SERVICES: If you are a person using Services 

by logging into SSV Website, you can create a personal account including only one user and a password to access 

services of SSV Website. You shall agree to notify us of any unauthorized use of your password and / or your account 

immediately. SSV shall not take any responsibility for any liability, loss or damage arising from the unauthorized use 

of the user name, password and / or your account. 

 

RESPONSIBILITY FOR CONTENT AND UPDATE: SSV shall not commit any warranties whether express or implied, 

related to this Site. SSV and third parties shall provide services originally. Users own risks in using. SSV shall not take 

any responsibility for ensuring commercial viability or satisfying any specific purposes including guarantees for the 

correctness, quality, accuracy, comprehensiveness, reliability, successful possibility, timeliness or constant availability 

of using or the results of using services. 

SSV or any third party suppliers shall be under no obligation to maintain information and services that are available 

on this Site and to update or modify such information. All information and services may change without notifying in 

advance. 

 

LIMITATION OF USE: You are allowed to use SSV Website in accordance to following terms of use and control. You 

shall agree that you shall not violate any cases below: 

• Submit information that is bad, threatening, obscene, defamatory, libelous contents or relates to race, sex, religion 

or causes irritating and annoying; 

• Use services for any illegal purposes or for promoting illegal activities; 

• Try or harass or abuse or harm another people and groups; 

• Use another user's account without permission; 

• Provide false information and inaccurate in registering account; 
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• Intervene or try to intervene in proper acts of Services; 

• Publish or link to malicious contents for the purpose of causing damage or disrupt browsers or computers of other 

users. 

 

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: SSV shall be under no legal liability, in any cases, to users or third parties or any liability if 

the users or a third parties do not connect/access services on this Site or any interruptions, unexpectedly stopped 

working, sluggish performance or limitation of accessing due to overload, transmission problems, limitation of storage 

systems and other issues. SSV shall not be responsible in any cases, including but not limiting, truthfulness, quality, 

accuracy, timeliness, reliability, constant availability, completeness or maintenance postponement of services 

provided on the site. In any cases, SSV is not responsible for any special, indirect, incidental, or consequential damage 

that may occur due to users using the information or services provided on this Site, even in the case of being warned 

about possibility of such damage. SSV shall not be responsible for notifying users about any difficulties related to 

using services or perform any relevant actions that SSV and third parties have experienced. 

SSV also shall not be responsible for any damage or virus that can infect your computer equipment or other property 

as a result of accessing and using or downloading any documents, data, texts, images, videos, or audios from the Site. 

 

LIMITATION IN USING DOCUMENTS: This Site is owned and operated by SSV. Except expressly permitted by SSV, no 

documents from this Site may be copied, republished, uploaded, posted or distributed in any way. You can only 

download documents displayed on the Site for reference as long as you retain the copyright and other proprietary 

rights contained in the document. You are not allowed to distribute, modify, transmit, reuse, or use the contents of 

this Site for public or commercial purposes including texts, images, audios, and videos without the permission of SSV. 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SOFTWARE USING: You admit that any softwares that are available or provided to you on this Site 

may contain technology being under strict control in accordance to law and may be automatically downloaded and 

installed updates over time. These updates are designed to improve, enhance and develop the Site. You agree to 

receive such updates (and permit SSV or website designer given them to you) as a part of using of the Site. 

 

TERMINATION: Terms and Conditions of Use will be effective until terminated by either parties. If users no longer 

agree to be bound by these Terms and Conditions of Use, they must terminate using the Site. If users are not satisfied 

with the Site or contents or any its terms, conditions and policies, the unique remedial solution of users is to stop 

using the Site. 

 

LINKED SITE: This Site may provide links to other Websites ( "Third Party Websites"). These links are provided for the 

purpose of bringing the convenience and reference for users. Therefore, SSV shall not control, guarantee and shall 

be not responsible for anything related to contents posted on Third Party Websites. Providing links to Third party 

Websites by SSV shall not imply authentication, permissions, sponsor or affiliate between SSV and third party 

websites or third party websites owner or supplier. SSV shall not check any information, software, or other 

productions on any third party websites so SSV shall not make any commitments about the contents or sponsors for 
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that websites. Third party websites may have different privacy policies with SSV’s one. 

 


